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STUDENTS INVITED TO
CAMPUS CAPERS TONITE
AT 7:30 IN AUDITORIUM

Vol. 40

Lawton to Speak
at 88th C. O. P.
Commencement

PA(IJ1(©\MKL/
College of the Pacific, Stockton Junior College, Stockton, California

MADAME PREXY

Eighty-eighth commencement of
the College of the Pacific will be
held on June 24th at 7 p. m. in
Baxter Stadium.

PROM TOMORROW NITE
FOR |P.S.A. MEMBERS
-X

/

J
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June 8, 1945 — No. 11

Janice Gosling
Elected Prexy
Berlander, Jones Win in P. S. A.
Run-Off; Ex-Com. Summer Gov't

Fleetwood Lawton, noted Na
tional Broadcasting Company ra
dio commentator, has accepted
the invitation of Dr. Tully C.
Knoles to deliver the address for
the 88th commencement exer
cises of the College of the Pa
cific, it was announced today
from the president's office. The
event will be held in Baxter Sta
dium on the evening of Sunday,
Jnne 24.
Lawton expressed great pleas
ure in the engagement to speak
here, and said it would be pos
sible for him to accept the date
here and meet his radio commit
ments in Hollywood by utilizing
commercial flight service between
Los Angeles and Oakland. He did
not announce a subject for the
address.

A reception following the ex
ercises will be given by President
and Mrs. Tully Knoles at 9 p. m.
in Anderson Hall.
"Electra", famous Greek play,
will be produced and directed by
Lucy Harding, drama major at
the College of the Pacific. It will
be held at twilight in the amphi
theater on Thursday, June 21st.
A commencement concert will be
held following the play in the
conservatory at 8:15.
Baccalaureate
services are
scheduled for June 24th at 10:30
a. m. in Morris Chapel, with
President Tully C. Knoles offic
iating.

"SON VOYAGE" SENIOR

Janice Gosling, newly elected P.S.A. prexy.

Last Junior Gang Dinner Attended
By Bishop, O'Connor and Sweeney
By JOYCE BISHOP

with news coverage and to aid
the delegates. Texts of
all
speeches and official documents
are being translated and sent to
all nations, both the United Na
tions and the neutral powers.
Radio broadcasts are transmitted
in 23 languages and dialects. Be-

The fifth and final Junior
Gang dinner held at the San
Francisco Press Club Sunday,
May 26, was attended by Joyce
Bishop, Peggy O'Connor, and
Sunny Sweeney of the Weekly
Staff. The outstanding speaker
(Continued on page 2)
of the afternoon was General
Carlos P. Romulo, aide of Gen
eral MacArthur and chairman of P.S.A. PRESIDENT
the Philippine delegation, who,
in his address, summed up the EXPRESSES HOPE
views and general trends ex
By ART CARFAGNI
pressed by speakers at the Jun FOR GOOD TERM
All over the world, even as dele ior Gang luncheons held weekly Members of the P.S.A.:
gates worked on a charter in S. F., since April 29th.
I am grateful for the opportun

one thing seemed obvious, that in O. W. I. OFFICIAL
ity of serving as your president
terests of the Big Five were clash
Chairman of the luncheon was during the coming year. I feel
ing.
John Lund, head of the journal that with the help of my execu
ism department at the University tive committee we can make the
CONFLICT
For example Trieste was the of California and an active mem coming term a success. We want
place. Here the forces of Mar ber of the Press Club. The first to center our attention on renew
shal Tito were jockeying for posi speaker he introduced was Bill ing old traditions as much as it is
tion against the Anglo-American Gahagan of the Office of War In possible during war time. The
forces. Syria was another, where formation, Mr. Gahagan being as complete revival of the pre-war
allies nearly crossed swords, and sistant to the director of 0. W. I. school spirit is the goal towards
which I believe we should direct
still another such place was San activities of the West Coast.
He
told
of
the
way
his
office
our efforts.
Francisco where they crossed
is covering the conference and
Many more of our fellows will
pens.
Although the first two named releasing news to all parts of the be returning to college in the near
places are important, it is at the world. Eight hundred persons future and I know that they will
third that a split would be the are employed in the San Fran want to see a C.O.P. with a full
most dangerous, for before the cisco office at this time to help program of activities planned and
carried out by the students.
charter to be written at San Fran
It is my hope that each student
nations
are
fighting
this
tooth
and
cisco can become effective, it
must be clear of legal loopholes nail. However, it seems that will become personally interested
without its inclusion in the char in all school activities and will ac
and compromises.
ter, there is a strong possibility tively participate. The success of
VETO
this coming year will depend al
Right now the big question that larger states will not be so most completely upon the coop
willing
to
give
full
support
to
the
mark is the "veto power" which
eration of the entire student
is being supported by the Rus organization. In effect then, body.
rather
than
cut
off
our
nose
to
sian delegation very strongly (al
JANICE GOSLING,
spite our face we should include
though they are waiting for or
P.S.A. President
ders from Moscow.) The smaller it in the charter.

Final results of the P.S.A. elections were calculated last week and
announced by the election committee following the run-off balloting.
Janice Gosling led in votes for the office of president. Beatrice Ber~~^lander and Genevieve Jones were
<t>
ff
elected as vice-president and sec
BON VOYAGE
retary respectively. Art Carfagni
SENIOR PROM
is the new treasurer, having re
ceived
a majority vote in the first
SAT. NIGHT
election.
Tomorrow night is Senior Prom
night—the climax of the year's EX-COMMITTEE
social functions, the jewel of the
Assisting them in the heading
PSA's social crown, the final of student activities will be the
dance of the season for some, the members-at-large of the execu
final dance of their college car
tive committee; included are A1
eers for others.
Kolb (incumbent), Becky Roset,
Yes, from 8:30 until midnight, Marilyn Dow, Don Swift, and Mar
all of Pacific's student body will ie Arblos.
dance in the gym to the tunes of
On the publications committee
a famous and well-known orches
tra. The motif for the dance is will be Mary Flaa, Roger Starr,
"Bon Voyage"—fitting as it will Don Blake, Kathy Malmquist and
Earlene Waters, chairman.
be many's last sail at Pacific.
The dance is being sponsored FALL TERM
jointly by the Junior Class and
Janice Gosling will not begin
by the PSA social committee. It
is one of a long list of dances her duties as student body presi
known as the Junior-Senior Prom dent until the fall semester as she
enade, which have been a con is not going to attend summer
spicuous part on the Pacific land school. However, Ex-committee
scape for many years. Unlike the will carry out the functions of stu
previous years however, there will dent government on campus for
the summer session. Appoint
be no preceding dinner, as no
hotel could hold the large num ments will be made to temporar
ily replace those, members elect
bers that is expected will attend.
ed
to ex-committee in the recent
In splitting the sponsorship of
elections who are not planning to
the dance, the committees too return to college until the fall
were split. The general steering
term.
committee consisted of
June
The student body government
Wilde, PSA vice prexy, Julio Har
ris, Charlotte Mercerau, Betty will be mainly concerned with
Lou Cooper, and Don Ambler— planning for the fall semester as
the four class vice prexies, and it is expected the enrollment will
Art Carfagni, president of the jun be comparatively small this sum
mer.
ior class.
Patrons and patronesses in
clude Dean and Mrs. Corson, Dean Mary Flaa Elected
and Mrs. Farley, Miss Knoles,
Commander and Mrs. Rokes, and Editor of WEEKLY;
Lieutenant and Mrs. Norvelle.

Positions Open

Late Registration
Out in Fall for
S. J. C. Students
Because of changes made in
the Junior College counseling and
registration procedure, former
students will not be allowed to
register late for the fall term ex
cept for reasons accepted for
leaves of absence. Late regis
trants can register only for class
es not filled, as no effort will be
made to place them in crowded
classes or arrange new sections.
Counseling and program plan
ning by appointment with coun
selors, which began June 4, will
continue until June 15, and must
be completed before registration
(Continued on page 2)

Elaine Peterson, chairman of
the Publications committee an
nounced yesterday that the com
mittee had selected Mary Flaa to
edit the PACIFIC WEEKLY for
the fall semester, with Jimmie Yocum as business manager and
Kathy Malmquist as assistant
business manager. Nancy Kaiser
will publish the Frosh Handbook
which will be Issued in November.
Applications for editor and busi
ness manager of the Naranjado,
and also editor'of the Daily Ben
gal Bulletin, should be turned in
to the Information office in care
of Elaine Peterson by Monday
afternoon at 4:30. Any addition
al information concerning these
positions can be obtained from
Elaine Peterson.
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Bond Booth Drive

By "POP" COLEMAN
Able Seaman Ken Leedom said
the Gettysburg Address at the
Civic Memorial Day Services. He
also saw Grandpappy Pitts' pants.
Joe Fialho in one sitting breaks
all-city hamburger record. The
new high is 15.

The bond booth drive netted
$350 for Miss Smith's credit in
the drive's first week.
G and F bonds can be bought
at Miss Smith's desk in the
Foreign Language Department
Office every day by students
who wish to buy them on days
other than Thursdays.
Students sell E bonds in the
bond booths in the Adminis
trative building every Thurs
day afternoon.

S. F. Press Dinner
(Continued from page 1)

POST MORTEM
By ART CARFAGNI
We now bring you a startling
expose—"ExCom as seen from
within" or "Inside ExCom." We
are printing this and running the
risk of having our budget slashed
to the bone. Nevertheless, the
following article is proof, as seen
by an eye-witness. Read on and
be amazed.
OPEN?
They say its open to the public
—that is if you can get past the
barbed wire and sentries conven
iently posted around. It is Wed
nesday evening, 7:00 p. m., and
one by one you see the somber
members of ExCom file up to the
SCA, show their identification
badges, and enter the fortress.
You hear them calling out as they
pass in ,"AWS Pres." or "Student
Affairs Chairman" or "Jr. Class
Pres." (that's how your reporter
got in—he disguising himself as
that distinguished person).

C. O. P CONFERS
DEGREES UPON
70 STUDENTS
Seventy C.O.P. students have
fulfilled requirements for teach
ing and administrative credentials
during the 1944-1945 school year
and will have their credentials
conferred at the college gradua
tion exercises, June 24. Twentyfour of the candidates have earn
ed General Secondary credentials,
31 in General Elementary, 5 ad
ministrators credentials, one Jun
ior High and 9 Special Secondary
Credentials.
Students who have completed
the requirements during the
spring semester are as follows:
for General Elementary: Maxine
Barks, Lois Butterfield, Elizabeth
Crase, Jeane Davis, Helen Grind-

sides the regular day by day news
3 MEDALS
Tiger trackman Innis was reel accounts of conference ac
awarded 3 medals at the Mo tivities, a full length documen
desto Relays. The guys say he's tary story on the conference is
trying to approach Herman Goe- being produced and will be re
leased to all countries.
ring's chestful.
B. M. 0. C. Zoeli doin' Com BELGIAN DELEGATES
mando tactics over the benches
Two Belgian delegates, Victor
in Mr. White's calculus class.
deLavelege, Minister of Educa
Gerald Clark and his pigeon tion, and Senator Henri Rolan, TRUMPET
looking into jewelry store win who in 1918 was a delegate at
Once the members are all in
Versailles, were next on the pro side, a loud trumpet blares, a red
dows.
In Physics, 24 divided bygram. The later also served as a rug drops down and is unrolled by
equals : "That's tough 1"
member of the League of Nations, attending lackeys, and then in
What became of that telegram and was president of the first comes the President of the Stu
that Arnie Beisser received from World Youth Convention at Ge dent Body. Gracefully she bel
L. A. last Thursday?
neva in 1935.
lows—"rise you-all, you-all look
Foul ball goes berserk 1 Knocks
Senator Rolan gave what he so silly kneeling there." We rise.
Chief Reed off his ambulators! believes to be the two specific
T'was a scandal to the blackbirds! weaknesses of American opinion MEETING
The meeting is called to order.
at this time: their superstition
The minutes are whisked thru,
GEEDUNKS TO:
of sovereignty and an exaggerated
and all business is quickly dispos
Those 45 bluejackets from the
understanding of union between
ed of. However, should some new
unit who filled up the pint bot
the Big Five. He stressed the im
member try to raise a point of or
tles down at the Stockton Blood
portance of cooperation and con
Bank two Saturdays ago. (Which
der, he is met by the stinging
cessions between all powers, even
reminds me, Clement, on the slab
glare of the entire group and he
the smallest powers being essen
at the blood bank, anxiously
quickly retires to his corner, a
tial for an open exchange of
asked the nurse: "How much ya
beaten pup.
views and better organization.
gonna take? I've only got an A
A TACK!!
ORIGINATES "V"
card.")
However, when business does
Miss colleague, Mr. deLavelaye,
REVEILLE
is the originator of the "V for reach the floor it proceeds some
"It's 8:30 o'clock, C. 0. P. Time Victory" sign. He said that his thing like this: Someone suggests
—Tick, tock—Wake up!" That reason for choosing the "V" was that ExCom appropriate money
was the street-call that the front that it stood for Victorie in to buy a thumb tack to hold up
sections of the barracks heard French as well as being the in the Bengal Bulletin. The prexy
last Sunday ayem, and are still itial letter of the Flemmish word roars "do I hear a motion?" 20
gnashing their teeth about. . . . for freedom—French and Flem eager souls make a motion, each
mish being the languages spoken different. A vote is called for,
FROG STORY:
in Belgium.
but before that is possible, the
"Buns" Burns goes to party
Chairman
of PubCom speaks up
GREEK
AMBASSADOR
Frog in lily pond gives him the
The Belgium delegates were "I think that because the BB is
"burp." "Buns becomes agog!
Dives into lily pond and brings followed by Mr. Cimon Diaman- one of our journals that we set
out frog. Burps at frog. Morale topoulos, Greek ambassador to up a committee to investigate the
the United States. He stressed in circumstances regarding the dis
is: Don't give Buns the burp.
his talk the need for internation appearance of the tack." Stu
THE GOOD WORD:
al peace, justice, and cooperation dent Affairs claims jurisdiction
A Section II sage says that if to prevent another war of de for it as it concerns all students.
all hands who slept in class were struction.
Then up pipes the Treasurer and
laid end on end, they would be
The fifth speaker was Herert he too demands to know the cir
more comfortable.
Evatt, Minister of External Af cumstances. AWS prexy asks if
fairs of Australia, who told of the tack was first put up by a
the improvements and changes woman and if so then her group
the San Francisco Conference has must have final say. Not to be
made upon the Dumbarton Oaks outdone, the Senior Class pres.
(Continued from page 1)
wants to know if a senior did it.
proposals.
day, October 31. In order to get
General Romulo, chairman of Someone pipes up (we know who)
into classes before they are filled, the Philippine delegation and "but what of the social conse
students are urged to make ap resident commissioner of the quences? Think of what can
pointments early and to make Philippines in this country, elah happen." The chairman of elec
any changes before October 25. orated on many of the points tions holds that an election should
Students who live at a consid already brought up and summed be held to choose a man for the
erable distance and who could up the general sentiment of the office of Tack Pusher Inner—But
not make changes by correspond delegates. In the improved char Good. All is bedlam.
ence may be able to see counsel ter being constructed at the
ors on October 29 and 30, days UNCIO, Romulo sees the begin BEDLAM
The result is of course that the
reserved for counseling entering nings of a World Bill of Rights,
which can and must become a BB is still not up—sagging on the
students.
Times have been set for a lim reality in the future. Another floor because of no tack. And in
ited number of classes. Students point of emphasis was the impor ExCom, no committee head speaks
will be assigned to specific hours tance of recognizing the rights to another because of it. There
in all courses having more than and privileges of the underdogs. you have ExCom—the guiding lite
one section. While planning His concluding remarks were of COP.
Famous Last Words: "Not the
courses students may indicate that the burden of establishing
jobs or other factors which will cooperation and peace between whip Casey, I was only kidding."
Influence the time assigned to nations will fall largely upon the
"I heard Admiral Byrd took his
shoulders of the youths of thethem.
With an increased staff and world, and from his observations dogs with him when he went to
many new courses offered, offer of American youth he is confi the South Pole."
"Yes, they say it was the dogs
ings for next year will constitute dent they are able and willing
who first discovered the pole."
to meet this challenge.
an enriched program.

Late Registration

rod, Verle Goble, Helene Haabesland, Jeanne Hall, Jessie Hannay
Betty Jean Hull, Vivian Kletzman, Helen Mason, Jean McCloud
Freda Melcher, Marilyn Padula
Dolores Perry, Anita Perry Reed
Ruth Reid, Ruth Staples, Lois!
Swift, Lois Tumulty, Lois Withrow, Eleanor Williams, and Mar
tha Zeff; for the General Secon
dary Credential: Lena Bacigalupi,
Eleanor Bertuleit, Carrol Vanadeane, Eva Marie Genuit, Dorothee Law, Bettygene Otto, Ethel
Palacios, Kathleen Secara, Bar
bara Taylor, Charles Lindquist,
Everett Parker, Edward Wood!
Ann Hunt; Elementary Adminis
trator Credential — Elwood D.
Howse; Special Secondary in
Home Economics: Eleanor Farm
er and Georgia Peterson; Special
Secondary in music: Zelda Eckstrom, Kay Secara.

YOU'VE WAITED SO LONG FOR IT!
Cloud-cool . . . mist-blue . . . smooth this light
airy liquid over your body after bathing.
Holds the lovely fragrance of "Blue Grass"
lastingly, gives a satin body finish. Touch
temples, wrists and throat frequently with the
gentle fragrance you already use
throughout your toilette.

1.50, 2.50.

BLUE GRASS FLOWER MIST

1-5°'

150

BLUE GRASS TOILETTE WATER

500

BLUE GRASS SACHET POWDER

200

BLUE GRASS SACHETS

2-°°' 250

BLUE GRASS PERFUME

3.75 to 6.50

BLUE GRASS DUSTING POWDER

Jk Ukndl\

rifle Area. He also rreetveu tne euri v.oun —Over Tee Kay way we hen
ALSociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24,
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Voeal solos—Prof. Oliver, «
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act d March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
ance lor mailing at special rate ol pottage provided for in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
I^ukv—Wynne Honnal
ft board ft TJborator.
Or'-Nc- ? '91? cu'.'-.c-zed October 24, 1924
hone \ou don't get lost on the hunt!

150
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MOTHER LODE COLUMBIA HOTEL,
THEATRE PURCHASED BY C. O. P.
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PSYCH. PROF.

Eckert to Teach
Clinical Psych.
Course in C.O.P.

Purchase of the historic old i brick, manufactured in Ttiolumne
Columbia Hotel and Theatre by County, and resting on a foundathe College of the Pacific, under tion of native dolomite stone, the
the recently created California hotel includes the typical balcony
Dr. Ralph Eckert has announc
History Foundation, was an across the second story at the
ed that he will teach a new two
nounced last week by Robert E. front of the building, interesting
unit course. Clinical Psychology,
Burns, assistant to the president. old brick and stone cornices, and
next fall in COP. which because
It is intended by the History solid iron fire shutters. Seven
of its prerequisites, will be open
Foundation to procure funds for teen residence rooms, a kitchen,
to seniors of graduate students
complete restoration of the struc dining room, lobby and bar room
only.
ture, typical of the picturesque are included in the hotel section
The addition of this course to
early construction of the 1850's of the building, as well as an in
the psychology department will
when Columbia was one of the teresting underground stone and
enable students to graduate from
largest and most thriving of the iron vault.
COP as psychology majors for the
Mother Lode gold mining centers.
The theatre section is a 105 by
first time in history of the school.
Present plans call for the Col 35-foot extension. The old stage
Clinical Psychology will be equi
lege to utilize the building during was removed when the theatre
valent to the first year of the Uni
summer seasons in the centennial was modified for use as a dance
versity of California's two or
years of such historic California hall, but the original curved
three year program that leads to
events as the discovery of gold in horseshoe balcony is intact. Res
the certification as a trained psy
1848, the great gold rush migra toration would include rebuilding
chologist.
tion of 1849, the statehood of Cal of the stage. Estimated seating
The work in the course will In
ifornia in 1850, and the charter capacity of the theatre is 250.
clude the testing of Intelligence
ing of the College of the Pacific Exhibits of early California the
of children with an emphasis on
as California's first college in atre pictures and relics, and an
the exceptional child, the techni
extensive collection of early pro
1851.
que of interview, basic case work
Organized as an extension of grams from theatres throughout
approach, and time will be given
College of the Pacific summer Northern California may be an
to the understanding of how
session work, it is planned that other feature of the project. The
Two new beginning language speech, hearing, and reading de
Pacific Little Theatre will oper latter collection will be put at courses, Portuguese and Greek, fects may affect school advance
ate summer theatre terms in the the disposal of the College by will be offered to senior college ment and cause personal malad
Announced yesterday by Rev. antiquated theatre and present a Fred Sherman of Sherman, Clay
justment. There will also be
students in the fall semester.
Hollis Hayward, were the results daily, playbill representative of and Company.
•Why Not I^arn Greek?" by some actual testing work done in
of the annual SCA elections held the 18th century period of melo
A group of California friends Helen Pope, is the textbook to be the city schools by the class.
last week. Ruth Grodeon, a per dramatic theatre fare. Burns be of the College interested in the used in the beginning Greek
By necessity the class will prob
son of proven ability having been lieves that the total California development of the History Foun course, taught by Fred L Farley, ably be limited to twenty students.
noted for responsible service in publicity developed during these dation program made possible dean of College of the Pacific.
In addition to this new course
other campus work, was chosen as years by many state and local acquisition of the Columbia prop The aim of the book and the Dr. Eckert will continue his mar
president, for the coming year. agencies will steer a steady erty, according to Burns' an course is to teach as quickly as riage psychology course In J.C.,
She will be advised and assisted stream of tourists through the nouncement.
possible enough Greek to be able but the rest of his time will be
by Mary Schmidt, vice president; Mother Lode country who will
to read and appreciate more the devoted to a guidance clinic where
Sylvia Austin, secretary; Pug find performances at the old
place of the Greek language in he will work with students who
Dabritz, treasurer; and Edith Columbia Theatre a particular
Science and Literature. It will in have personal, emotional, academ
Grider, member-at-large of the feature of trips through this
clude the reading of such works ic, vocational and educational
area. Columbia is located in
SCA executive committee.
as the New Testament and Pla problems.
Dr. Eckert will spend some time
According to Hayward, the vot Tuolumne County, four miles
to's dialogues, and will include
The gift of a number of vol pre-med Greek.
this summer in San Francisco do
ing was heavy with practically all north of Sonora.
According to research con umes to the College of the Pa
SCA
members
participating.
The 3-unit intensive course is ing clinical work.
Competition was strong and the ducted several years ago by an cific Library by the Life Under open to those interested from the
candidates held campaigns in the SERA project, the first unit of writers of Stockton, was an scientific, viewpoint and those pronunciation and conversation
best traditions for the offices. the structure was erected in 1851 nounced today by Robert E. who are interested in Greek lit and the rapid reading of Portu
guese literature.
Close runners-up on the ballot in by Owen Fallon, an Irish immi Burns, assistant to President erature.
Prerequisite to this course is
Tully C. Knoles. The new books
F. E. Steinhauscr, chairman of
cluded Bill Tobiassen for vice grant and hotel keper. Through
will be the nucleus of a special the Modern Language Depart two years or more of college
many
years
the
building
was
president, Wanda Glo Berry for
technical section in the field of ment, will teach the beginning Spanish, or the equivalent, or the
secretary, Penny Kurtzweil for known as the Fallon House.
life insurance to be developed Portuguese, which will emphasize consent of the instructor.
James
Fallon,
son
of
the
original
treasurer, and Marian Culbertson
within the business administra
as member-at-large of the ex. com builder, added the theatre por
tion division of the library, said
tion
of
the
building
at
a
later
mittee.
Burns. The book gift idea was
date.
The Columbia Hotel and Thea fostered by Stuart Gibbons, local
tre is one of the most represen representative of the California
tative and best preserved of the Western States Life Insurance
existing buildings in Columbia Company.

SENIOR COLLEGE
OFFERS GREEK,
PORTUGUESE

Ruth Grodeon to
Head S.C.A. for
Coming Year

Life Underwriters
Present New Books
To C. 0. P. Library

Annual Methodist
Conference Here
June 27 - July 1

The annual Methodist Confer
ence of Northern California will
be held on the Pacific campus,
convening Wednesday June 27
and lasting until Sunday July 1.
Pastors and lay members of
churches from Bakersfield, north
and from part of Nevada will at
tend, and room on the campus.
Bishop James C. Baker will pre
side. The conference will be
somewhat restricted due to O. D.
T. limitations.

which date from the gold rush
days. The Wells Fargo Express
building, Stage Drivers' Retreat,
and the Pioneer Bar are other
old architectural landmarks in
Columbia well known to Mother
Lode travelers.
Constructed of hand - made
fW

POOLS'
SALON OF BEAUTY
Willla B. Pool

Fred Pool

Chicken Pie Shop
LUNCHES — DINNERS
—Pies Ready to Take Home2813 Pacific Avenue

i

*

•

We Employ
Capable Watchmakers
We have the largest and
most up to date jewelry
store in town. We do all
kinds of watch and ring re
pairing also diamond re
setting and CUTTING. Why
not surprise yourself and
pay us a visit? We carry a
large stock of diamonds,
watches and jewelry. Our
prices are the lowest and
our terms to suit you.
"Stockton's First and
Only Diamond Cutters"

PESCE & CO.

DIAL 4-64S2
426 EABT WEBER AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

"CREDIT JEWELERS"
124 E. Main St.
Stockton

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••I
SERVING PACIFIC

\ TED'S
[

Open Evenings
'til 10

434 E. WEBER

One ond oil these casual fashions take
to sports like a duck tokes to water
Skirts, blouses—gallant companions for
you gals who dote on that free and
easy swing to your sports clothes.
SKIRTS

—

BLOUSES
Second Floor

Telephone 6-6324

ORSI'S
PASTRY A DELICATESSEN
Always Delicious
Always Ready

•

Orsi's Ready-Cooked Foods
Open Evenings and Sundays

^••••••••••••••••••••••••BBBBBBBBB,>BBBBBBBBBB,r

iY

55.95 up
H95 up

1910 Pacific Ave.

MEAT MARKET
DIAL 8"8€2S

twmct

Stockton

»#I0I
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Tau Kappa Kappa Hears
Engagement of D. Costa-A Tranel

AILEEN CURTIS
REVEALS TROTH
AT SOPH HALL

MARY ELIZABETH

Miss Dolores Carolyn Costa received a ring by special delivery iast
Saturday, May 26, from Anthony H. Tranel, Jr., who is with the Air
Corps in Texas
Saturday, May 26, 1945 will be*
a long-remembered day in Miss planned the dinner decorations
Costa's life. As if her cup of accordingly—in bridal white.
Dolores revealed her engagehappiness were not filled to the
overflowing already with her ment to Tau Kappa sorority mem
birthday celebration, what should bers last Tuesday evening, passshe receive but an engagement ing the traditional five pound box
ring, and, as if to end a perfect of candy
day, a cablegram arrived from Lt.
The future bride is a graduate
Anthony Costa, her brother who of Stockton Junior College, where
had been severely wounded while she was a member of Tau Kappa
on duty as a bombardier over Sorority. Omega Nu is her town
Italy, saying that he was on his sorority.
way home.
' Mr. Tranel, son of Mr. and Mrs.
I Anthony H. Tranel, Sr., of SeatThe ring was a surprise tor fl(i
YVash.. is
now statinnoa
tie, Wash.,
is now
stationed at
Miss Costa though not for Mrs. Marfa Field, Tex. He attended
Costa who had been told of the the University of Washington and
secret by Cadet Tranel and had lists Sigma Chi as his fraternity.

A mock special delivery letter
and the traditional five-pound box
of candy announced the engage
ment of Aileen Curtis to Gordon
Jones, USNR, a Sophomore Hall
on May 10. The announcement
was made at a regular house
meeting.
Aileen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Curtis of Orland, is a
sophomore at the Stockton Jun
ior, majoring in education.
The benedict-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Jones, also of
Orland. At present he is station
ed at Alameda. Before entering
the service, he was a student at
Chico State College.
Wedding plans at the present
time are indefinite.

Nine Initiated
Into Tau Gamma
Formal Banquet
Mary E. Burden
Tells Betrothal
To Bob Carson
Mary Elizabeth Burden, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward R.
Burden of New York, announced
her engagement to Robert W. Car
son, Naval dental student at Col
lege of Physicians and Surgeons
at San Francisco, by passing a
five pound box of candy to her
sorority sisters at Tau Kappa
Kappa on May 31. Inside the box
of candy was a telegram saying:
"Betrothed—Bob and Mary,"
Mary is a high freshman at
Stockton Junior College, an educa
tion major', and is working for her
general secondary degree. At
the present time she is Secretary
of her pledge class at Tee Kay.
Before coming to Stockton Junior
College she attended Santa Moni
ca High School.'
Robert Carson is a graduate of
Beverly Hills High School and a
former student of University of
Southern California where he
took his pre-dental training in the
V-12 unit there. While at U.S.C.
he was affiliated with Theta Xi
fraternity and is now a member
of Xi Psi Phi, the National Dental
Fraternity.
Future plans for the wedding
date are indefinite.
Phone 3-1782

LOVETT STUDIO
Photography
By Harry Lovett
214 S. San Joaquin

NEWMAN CLUB
HOLDS 'SWING' IN
ANDERSON HALL

Monday evening, May 28, Earline Bradshaw, Gerrie Fleming,
Noma Gormsen, Lois Heim, Marie
Jones, Marilyn Nelson, Phyllis
Peri, Joyce Preston, and Carol
Prince were initiated into Tau
"Sophisticated Swing" in large
Gamma at a formal initiation ban
white letters against a black cur quet held in the banquet hall of
tain background greeted couples the Clark Hotel.
wandering into the Newman Club
Following the dinner the con
dance in Anderson Hall Saturday stitution and a resume of the his
night. Black streamers of crepe tory of the sorority was read.
paper hung just over the dancers' After initiates had taken the oath
in a candellight ceremony, words
heads and black notes distributed
of welcome were expressed by
freely over the walls blended in President, Monty Rensberger and
with Tommy Atkins jivy-ones.
the sororities sponsor, Mrs. K.
Some of the couples seen sit Seagraves.
ting it out, doing their best or
Following the ceremonjf Betty
just gabbing were:
Marjorie Hanson presided over an inform
French and George Herman, al initiation of the new members.
Becky Roset and Ronnie Graham,
Nadine Walsh and Dan Purdy,
Helen Graham and Don Edwards,
Doris Petty and Bob McCrary,
Mare Arbios and Frank Boyle,
Carmel Staudenhaus and Bob Devin, Norma Sprague and Bill Bur
ton, and Jimmie Yocum and
George Best.
Jewelry for the Service
Many boys home on leave were
also seen on and around the dance
Man and Co-ed
floor—Russell Guernsey
with
Jean Hall, Bob Fielding with GerMain Street
rie Fleming, and brother Ed
Fielding with Patty Jones.

Friedberger's

YOLLAHD ICE & FUEL CO.
COAli
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT

LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Tel. 6-6966
830 S. Calif.
Stockton
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Junard'j latest fud suit from the land of bikes n
beauties, sun 'n sun clothes. A knockout cotton

Rogers Jewelry Co.
Quality Jewelers
Phone 5-5510
Main and Sntter Sts.

1

twill by Hope Skillman with red and blue, brown
and yellow, or black and lime crossbars on white.

MILLER-HAYS CO.

Sizes 7 to 15.

Serving College of the Pacific
Grant at Weber Avenue

Of*

Dial 2-0229

A^oriaS^ Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
Over fee Kay way we hear that
Office, Stockton, California, under the Act at March 3, 1879. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
ance lor mailing at special rate of postage provided lor in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
O—uc19'.?, e t h e r i z e d October 24, 1924
hope \ou don't get lost on the hunt!

clflc Area. He also received the Air|
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos Prof. Oliver,
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
,.-i r-in,.>r aboard a T,lberator
Flute Wynn Honnald
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Mary Lou DaggA/C D.Robinson
Tell Engagement
The meeting of Tau Gamma
sorority in the home of Miss Bar
bara Quierolo was interrupted
Monday evening, May 21, by the
delivery of a large parcel address
ed "Tau Gamma, c/o Miss Monty
Rensberger, president."
The
package, a five pound box of can
dy revealed the engagement of
Mary Louise Dagg and Aviation
Cadet Don Robinson.
The bride-elect, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Dagg of Stock
ton, was graduated from the
Stockton Junior College in Feb
ruary. She is past president of
Tau Gamma and is affiliated with
Lambda Theta Phi. Mary is a
former member of the Executive
Committee of the Pacific Student
Association and Orchesis, nation
al honorary dance sorority.
The prospective bridegroom,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Robin
son, of Stockton, is a graduate of
Stockton High and was attend
ing Stockton Junior College be
fore entering the service. He is
presently stationed in Texas.
No date has been set for the
wedding.

Dorm Hour of Music
Enjoyed by Faculty

SOCIETY
Jeanette Morrison-Stan Reams Tell
Betrothal to Alpha Thete Members
A five pound box of candy, dec
orated with the house colors,
green and pink, and bearing the
inscription, "Stan and Jeanette"
announced the engagement of
Jeanette Morrison, and Stan
Reams to Alpha Theta sorority
members, Wednesday night at
dinner time. Helen Arbios, soror
ity sister of Jeanette brought the

news bearing box to the dinner
table.
Jeanette is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. F. R. Morrison, of Stock
ton. She is now a Junior at the
College of the Pacific, where she
is majoring in music, being a
member of the A Capella choir.
Her campus sorority is Alpha
Theta Tau. and she is a member of
Alpha Gamma Sigma, and Nu
'CAMPUS CAPERS' Alpha Kappa honorary fraterni
ties. Her town sorority is Omega
Tonight, in lieu of the annual Nu. At the present time. Jeanet
band frolic, the Student Affairs te is serving as secretary of the
Committee is sponsoring Campus Junior class.
Capers.
Stan, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
This will consist of skits given Virgil Reams of San Francisco,
by the various living groups on is a member of the V-12 Unit here
campus with a large prize being on campus, holding the scholastic
offered for first place, another position of a Junior at the Col
lege of the Pacific. Before the
for second and third.
This is being held instead of the war he attended the University of
WOMEN'S HALL
band frolic because the band is Southern California where his
incapacitated
at the time. Howev fraternity was Delta Omlcron
DANCE SAT.
er, it promises to be much good Omicron. Stan enlisted In 1942,
serving overseas for two years, in
fun for all those who attend.
FEATURES ROSES
The time is 7:30, the place the the Pacific and European theaters.
A formal dance was given by
Conservatory, the door charge, During his stay at Pacific, he has
Women's Hall last Saturday night.
only a quarter. Come one, come been active in Varsity basketball,
Taking over the president's gavand has been a member of the
The decorations carried out I el of the A.W.S. cabinet, Marilyn all for gaiety and a good time, P.S.A. Rally Committee.
Tonight Campus Capers.
their theme of "Moonlight and Sheppard was elected to the of
Roses." Streamers with shining fice last Thursday. Second Vicestars attached hung from the ceil President is Dorothy Emigh. Oth
ing, while the fireplace was cov er officers elected are Barbara
ered by a lattice hung with climb Roth, Recording Secretary and
ing paper roses. In front of the Sally Logan, Corresponding Sec
fireplace was a spotlighted pool retary.
To GLORIFY Your HAIR
of water with roses floating in it.
Other posts on the A.W.S. cab
inet such as first vice-president,
The North room of the Hall treasurer and publicity chairman
was arranged to resemble a patio
are appointive.
with lawn furniture and a picket
The A.W.S. cabinet is the gov
fence. A rose covered trellis erning body of the Associated
added to the effect.
Women Students. Its functions
The punch table was covered include forming policies for Paci
with a white cloth and pink paper fic coeds and planning various
streamers with bunches of roses women's activities on campus.
attached hung from the table.

M. Sheppard
New AWS Prexy
Emigh Vice Pres.

An hour of music was present
ed to faculty members and their
wives Sunday, June 27, by Wom
en's Hall. Guests were greeted
at the door by Mrs. Brady, house
mother, Carolyn Larson, presi
dent, and Virginia Malsbary, last
semester president.
The program consisted of vocal
solos by Rita Bowman, Phyllis
Duval, Isabel Gray and Lynette
Sandborn; vocal duets by Rita
Bowman and Phyllis Duvel; pia
no solos by Betty Jean Merritt
and Connie Cochran; clarinet so
los by Arley Norcross. Accom
panists were Marion Burness and
Connie Cochran.
Refreshments were served after
Chaperones for the evening
the program.
were Mr. and Mrs. Young, Mrs.
Connie Cochran, vice president Brady, and Mrs. Wright.
and social chairman of the hall,
General chairman of the dance
was in charge of the afternoon.
was
Connie
Cochran. Jean
Spanler and Jane Baty were in
charge of decorations; Virginia
Miss Smith Elected
Lachow arranged for the bids and
Head of Alpha Zeta Doris March was head of the re
Doris
M. Ruth Smith, professor in the freshment committee.
Modern Language Department, Bemis was in charge of music.
has recently been elected presi
dent of Stockton's Alpha Zeta
chapter of Kappa Delta Gamma,
national honorary women teach
er's fraternity.
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STOCKTON'S
MOST INTERESTING
BOOK STORE

COSMETICS

Dancings fas;
BOB'S

425 E. Main Street

Modesto

1011—10th 8t

Smart Gift for the Smart Miss

Phone 7-7712

ftEFRESHMENTS
on the
CAMPUS

Operated by
ASSOCIATED WOMEN
STUDENTS
"WHERE YOU MEET
EVERYBODY"

TOP

LEFT

RIGHT

Heavy Sterling Silver.
Very well finished.
ZU Inches Ion*. Sailable for engraving.

Sterling Silver. About
2 Inches long. Finely
finished. Secure clasp.
Fashionable.

Medium weight Sterl
ing Sliver, about 1%
luetic, long, IVnitde
spring flaw-

$5.50

$3.95

$2.50

WE HAVE MANY OTHERS TO SELECT FROM
Gold Filled on Sterling
10K Gold Singles or Poirs
14K Gold from

-

» HZ ^
537.50 to S45.00

Mtt FKDESAh SinH TAX INCU.'DXD

STUDIO

Caps and Gowns

Chas. Haas & Sons

and a

QUINN'S
120 E. Main

PORTRAITS — COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHS
Phone 2-9240

The Newest - the Latest

OFFICE — SCHOOL
and LEGAL SUPPLIES

THE CUB
HOUSE

Mary Dunhill

PERFUME
LIPSTICK
ROUGE
JEWELERS

BARRETTES

608 E. Main Street

KUECHLER'S
Jewelers

Fresno

1024—O St

phone tlMQ

447 E. MAIN ST., AT N. CALIFORNIA
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Am Beisser Vs.
Rothschild Sat.
In Tennis Match

Pacific Defeats
Vernalis, 6 - 3

By SAM HACKETT
Arnold Beisser, number one
man on the Tiger net squad, will
Pacific won its fourteenth consecutive victory last Friday on the
take on A1 Rothschild in a match
diamond playing their usual fine brand of ball when they defeated
on the College courts tomorrow
afternoon at 2 -.00. Tickets are be- Vernalis 6-3.
ing sold for the match and the BRIGHT SPOT
The bright spots of the game
money is being used to send Arnie back to the National Inter-Col for Pacific, were Oestrich's pitch
legiate Tournament to be held at ing, Camicia's hard hitting and a
Northwestern University on June professional triple play. Oest25. The cost of the ticket is only reich pitched the entire game and
50c, and the Turner's Sporting struck out thirteen men, while
Goods Department is donating a walking only two. "Ace" has a
door prize to the holder of the fine record for this season and
has been a main factor in Paci
lucky ticket.
John
A1 Rothschild is the top man fic's winning stretch.
for the Camp Pinedale squad Camaicia came through in usual
which meets the netmen at Oak bang-up styie, collecting three hits,
By ARN BEISSER
Park tomorrow. Rothschild was including a triple, for five trips
In the center of the SPORTa professional at an exclusive ten to the platter. We say usual sty
nis club in New York before join le for John has been hitting away LITE this week are Siemering's
all season and at last count had an bushers who wound up their
ing the Army.
season with their 14th consecu
Beisser remained undefeated average close to .400.
this past week-end as he won both
The dream of all baseball play tive win. This gang gets our vote
his matches in Los Angeles. He ers, that of having a hand in com for the all-time .best Pacific base
defeated Ellsworth Donnell of pleting a triple play, came true ball team. A cheer to George Se
U.S.C. 6-3, 6-4 and Martin Vese- last Friday for Segale, Burkett, gale for his fine play and for
ending the season as the team's
lich of U.C.L.A. 8-6, 6-2. U.S.C. and Scrinscher. It was a fly to
took all of the other matches and center field which Segale caught top batter. Also to be congratu
lated are Bill Roberts and "Ace"
therefore came out on top 8-1. for number one and whipped to
U.C.L.A. lost two matches to the Burkett at home plate, catching Oestrich, who made up the twolocals but were the better team as the man on the way in and mak man pitching staff. Not to be
they won fifteen matches this ing number two. Burkett in turn overlooked is "Dugout?' Grant,
who ended the season with a
season and lost none.
snapped the pellet to Scrinscher single-handed double play, but
The competition was very stiff on first, who tabbed the return broke a finger in the process.
for the Tiger netmen, and they ing player, which made the final "Dugout" and "Big Larry" will
have not shown up as well as out. The play was a masterpiece resume their feud next season if
might be expected if times were of quick thinking and bullseye circumstances permit.
normal. A review of the season throws.
POLE VAULT RECORD
finds C.O.P. with the following THIRTEENTH WIN
Ray Kring set the only record
scores and their opponents:
Pacific took the strong Modes of the Northern California Relays
Bob Innis, Navy Trainee, here at Pacific was high point man for
Stockton T.C. 6, C.O.P. 2.
to nine into camp for its thir at Modesto. He hit 13 ft. 7% in.
Pacific at the Northern California Relays. He rolled up 8 points in
Sutter T.C. 9, C.O.P. 3.
teenth victory before tackling the there. Marine Ray took only 3
the College class and 2 points in the open class. Innis has made
San Francisco C. G. 7, C.O.P. Vernalis team. It was a close jumps during the afternoon start
a fine showing in track this year>
2.
game with both teams tied at the ing at 12 feet then clearing 12 ft.
He has consistently been the
Camp Pinedale 4, C.O.P. 3.
ELECTION
FOR
first
of the ninth inning. Easton 6 in. before climbing another foot
squad's high point man. Nice go
U.C. 6, C.O.P. 3.
got a single and Oestreich came to set the new record. It is the
ing Bob.
WAA OFFICERS
S.S.F. 2, C.O.P. 7.
up and connected with one of Bon- best vault of the season. Kring
U.C. 7, C.O.P. 2.
Ray Kring, Pacific's star vault- MON., JUNE 11
detti's offerings for a double, driv later in the evening won the
Stockton Field 1, C.O.P. 5.
er broke his previous record of
ing Easton in and winning his open event with 13 ft. 3 in.
U.S.C. 8, C.O.P. 1.
13' 6%" with a vault of 13' 7%".
own ball game.
Election for W.A.A. officers will
BROAD JUMP
U.C.L.A. 6, C.O.P. 2.
Kring has been unbeaten in the be held June 11 from 4 to 6. Nom
Bondetti of Modesto pitched
Bob Innis also showed great
pole-vault event this year. Kring's inees for the various offices are:
heads up ball, striking out thir form by winning the junior col
vault also broke the meet record President, Dorothy Emigh and
teen men and holding Pacific to a lege broad jump and getting a
In the Junior College class at Mo Helen Arbios;
minimum of hits.
third in the open leap. Innis also
Vice-President, Bengal Tiger Swim
desto. We hope that all the war Marcia Grey and Barbara Roth;
captured a second place in a fast
LAST GAME
veterans that return to Pacific Corresponding Secretary, Jean- Team Ends Season
The game with Vernalis last high hurdle race.
will be record breakers such as ette Morrison and Peggy Shirley;
Joe "The Barber" Fiahlo came
Friday was a fitting finale for a
Kring.
Recording Secretary, Marie Ar Next Wednesday
very successful season. This was through with a third in the shot
only Pacific's second season but put as did teammate Don Ed
Pacific's relay team lost their bios and Pat Tyler; Treasurer,
With the swimming season
Pat
Winters
and
Marilyn
Bishop;
Tiger fans can now look forward wards in the discus. Art Cody
race by a narrow margin of about
drawing to a close, Chris KieldParliamentarian,
Helen
Graham.
to baseball as an outstanding was the other man to place with
8 feet last Saturday.
son's mermen are scheduled for sport at the College of the Pacific.! a 4th in the high jump.
Tennis and table tennis matches
Rex McVicker made his best will end this week. Becky Rob their last meet of the season next
time of the season for the 440 erts, Grace Gross and Maria Piatt Wednesday with the Merced Air
Base.
Typewriter Headquarters
yard run in the relays. His time hold top places in table tennis
Having taken part in six meets
while
Marilyn
Carson,
Marcia
RENTALS
—
REPAIRS
—
SUPPLIES
was 51.6 sees.
this season, the Tigers have cap
Grey and Sally Logan have the tured five wins, with one loss.
STOCKTON TYPEWRITER CO.
The Northern California Relays highest places in tennis.
Pacific's swim team is composed
121
N.
California St.
Phone 2-8514
The teams in Softball stand as of the following students: Holt,
was Pacific's last meet of the sea
son. The fellows, both Navy and follows: Town has lost no games, Devin, Hielman, Burke, Jones,
civilian, have made a good show Epsilon, CentralHall and Women's Winter, Graham, Foster, Kroeber,
Hall are competing for second
ing for the College of the Paci place. Freshman Hall has come Sawyer, and Marshall.
Helen Graham, one of the best
fic this year. Even with a small in third.
GRAND
women free styler's will partici
squad the team came through
The W.A.A. awards will be giv pate in a special meet to be held
ICE
with a strong first in quite a few en out Friday, June 15. The Stu sometime in July at the Crystal
plunge in San Francisco.
of the meets that they attended. dent Body is invited to attend.

Bob Innis, Ray Kring Star for COP
at Northern California Track Meet

CREAM

I

For Your Man in the Service
a Logan Portrait Keeps You
Close to Him.

Shellubrication
Shell Products
Tire and Battery
Service

Logan
Camera Shop
20 N. San Joaquin Stret
Phone 2-2148
Since 1896 serving those who
want the best in portraiture,
frames, photo equipment.

KING'S

In spite of curtailments we will still be
able to offer suggestions for your desserts.

The Quality

Sibley E. Bush

Jeweler

PHONE 7-7095

Phone 3-0604
2302 Pacific Ave.

PACIFIC AVENUE

1928 PACIFIC AVENUE

Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924,' at the Post I™
Over Tee Kay way we bear that clflc Area. He also received the Alr| Violin solo—ncicne
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver,
Of/ice, Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1979. Accept a dance is in the air for Saturday
time as a waist gunner and flight
Candless
night.
Well,
have
a
good
time
kids,
ance for mailing at special rate of postage provided for m Section 103,

o—>r- ? ""7. r :''"-'red October 24. 1924
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Meet G. I. Tommy Tiger
By NORMA SPRAGUE
This will probably be the last
page of this sort for this semes
ter, and because a new military
editor, if any, will take over next
semester, this will serve as a
note of thanks for all of the kind
words that have flown in con
"n
cerning these articles. It has

Recently commissioned as a Sec
ond Lieutenant in the Marine
Corps after completing his train
ing at officer's school at Quantico,
Va„ is Jack Verutti, pictured
above, who played football for Pa
cific while stationed here with
the V-12.
been fun writing them, and your
appreciation is appreciated.
One by one and two by two the
boys are coming back as the war
in Europe is over and the muchawaited discharges are being
handed out Pacific is really busy
welcoming home her traveling
sons.
Lt. Bobby Kientz and his wife
(Barbara Nawman) were making
their round of calls last week.
Bobby, who was an Ali-American
football player while here at C.
0. P., has been serving in Pan
ama and Cuba.
Lt. Elmer Harvey is home from
the Central Pacific, where he has
been stationed with the A. A. F.
as a pilot.
Back in the states and on his
way home is 1st Lt. Bob Goodenough. Bob has been stationed
in England flying B-17s.
We caught a glimpse of Lew
"High on a Lindy Hill" Ford at
the assembly a week ago. He's a
lieutenant in the Army Air Corps.
At the Newman Club dance last
Saturday night in Anderson Hall
were some more of the fellows
who are home. Ed Fielding is
home from many months in the
Southwest and Central Pacific
with the "Amphibs." His brother
Bob was home also after complet
ing his boot training at San Diego.
Bill Burton, who just completed
a trip to Europe on a Victory
ship, is home en route to the Pa
cific theater with the Maritime
Service. Lt. Russell Guernsey
was there, too, enjoying his 60day sick leave at home. Alan
Kahn, who was a popular pianist
on our campus, was up from
Shoemaker, where he is awaiting
an assignment overseas.
Bill Doyle was wandering

Looking forward to being sta
tioned in the state* for at least
a year, is U. (j-f-> Ed Van Vranken who was home for 30 days

Howard Recek

around town recently, seeing all
the people he hasn't seen in
years.
Recently commissioned. Ens.
Earl Horton, who was a V-12 on
our campus, stopped by to see all
<• tu * * • i »
/
.
7
°f the fn.en(ds he ®»de when he
was an Art major.
mamr He's
llu'r on
n» his
..
way to Florida, now.
In the Marianas, recovering
from wounds, is M illie Boyarsky.
He says he doesn't know how
any Jap could hit him after all
of the dodging he learned in foot
ball practice.
After 20 months in the Pacific
at a P. T. base, Lt. Bob Wenlz is
home.

srd E. Bradshaw, who i, now assigned to the 4th Air Force.
I^'V in ,hc Sou,h
'
it was during the battle of Oki
Another visitor was Sgt. Darrhl nawa that be received his leave
Kale, who is stationed at the Pre papers. Some of you will remem
sidio in San Francisco.
ber the article that Ernie Pyle
At about the same time, CpL wrote about Ed when they met
Skipper Ye cauie home for a visit aboard the carrier, going to this
from Lowry Field in Colorado. battle where the famous colum
Cpl. Bob Nichols is home now nist was killed.
from Bermuda, where he has
liberated and home from Eu
been stationed with the U. S. rope in time to be best man foi
Army.
his sister's wedding, which is
Now wearing the gold bars of planned for the near future, is
a marine lieutenant are Allan U. Bill Lewis, a C-47 pilot who
Bonnington and Chas. Davis.
was lost over the Belgian Bulge
After graduating from Corpus on Dec. 27th of last year.
Christi. Ens. Jack "Seth" Potter
Also liberated is Lt. John
came home on leave before going
(Glenn) Shaljian. One of the
to Florida on bis way overseas
first boys from Pacific to be re
as a torpedo bomber pilot on a ported missing, Glenn was shot
.
K„l, 1043.
car"er'
...
..
I down
over Germany i„
in Feb.
1943.
Howard Recek. graduate of
After completing a radio oper^ B
i|o,
ator and repairman s course at i
... ._## Stockton Junior College, received
Ft. Sill, Okla.. Pvt. Orin A. MaiPromoted to the rank of a staff his commission as Ensign In the
let was home on furlough prior sergeant at the Marine Fleet Air, USNR last Tuesday at Pensacola.
West Coast Naval Air Station. Florida.
to shipment overseas.
San Diego, California, is James
While at C.O.P. Howard was af
U Dunphy. Jim, who enlisted In filiated with Alpha Kappa Phi
October 1942, Is serving In the fraternity. At present he Is on
ordnance and supply section of leave In Stockton with his wife,
headquarters squadron.
the former Miss Helen Helldand,
An Interesting propaganda leaf also a graduate of S.J C. and a
let that the Germans dropped be member of Tau Kappa Kappa sor
hind our lines In the European ority.
He will report at Corpus Christi.
theatre was sent to Dean Corson
by Tony Reid. The circular was Texas, following this leave for
one that Informed the men that further training.
certain divisions of ours had been
A Wac, Cpl. Jean M. Muller is
identified, and it went on with
now
stationed with the Fifth
stories trying to create ill feeling
between the different armies of Army In Italy. Corporal Fuller
the Allied forces. Tony will be has been overseas since May, 1944,
Pictured above Is Kenneth Ernest
j remembered as Romeo in the and Is assigned to an army postSkinner who was graduated as a
Little Theatre production of office. She Is a former C. O. P.
Second Lieutenant in the Army
"Romeo and Juliet" a few years student.
Air Force on June 6 after com
After completing his training
ago, and In case any of you might
pleting bombardier training at
at
the B-17 school In Ardmore.
be interested, he can be reached
Carlsbad, New Mexico.
with the following address: Lt. Okla.. Bob Little has been com
O. A. Reid, 0-1396646, 2nd Bn., missioned a Lieutenant and as
From Italy conies the news that Carl A. Luefler, recently commis 134th I., A. P. O. 35, c/o Post signed as a co-pOot on one of
these ships.
Laverne Lagorio is now there as sioned a Second Lieutenant in the master, New York, N. Y.
a Red Cross Assistant
Marine Corps after completing his
Former Student Body Presi training at Quantico, Va., was the
dent, Lt. Bill Biddick of the Naval cause for Betty Ferrari to pass a
Supply Corps, is home on leave box of candy at Alpha Thete Wed
after serving in Africa, Europe, nesday night.
and the Pacific.
Sun suits that beg you to
Newly assigned to the position
With 84 of the necessary 85
get a heoventy honey ton
of Engineer on an LST in the points to be discharged, Cpl.
The gayest of cokxs m cot
Pacific is Ens. V. A. (Vic) Lago Sherman Perkins came home on
ton stripes and prints, an
rio, who was a V-12 here at Pa a furlough. He has served with
invitation to fun or»d goyiety.
the Infantry in Italy and Sicily.
cific.
One, two and three piece
Perhaps this should be on the At the present time he is attached
suits.
sports page, but Lt. Hugh ' Babe to a band.
3.95 to 12.95
Adding a full stripe to replace
McWilliams recently brought his
Luke Field "Dukes" irom Arizona a half stripe, Lt. Eugene "Jiggs"
to play the local A. 1. C. field Willson is now a full LI. in Ihe
Navy.
baseball team.

SUN SUIT BEAUTIES

Among those liberated from a
German POW camp is Lt. Bernal
Lewis. He won his wings at
Stockton Field in March, 1944,
went overseas in August and was
shot down on November 30, 1944.
Now in the Dutch West Indies
is Lt. Jerry Keithley. He was re
cently put in command of the
YMS 391 minesweeper.
At the Chico Army Air Field,
taking P-38 training, is Lt. Rich-

VOX

C ALIPOkHIA
0TOCMTOV

"KEEP YOUR
POWDER DRY"
Lana Turner

Let's Meet a I

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
3216 Pacific Ave.
i . n o "

GROCERIES
POULTRY
VEGETABLES
FRUITS
MEATS

!Watches Repaired;

—also—

•

One Week Service

!

T H O M A S

J

GAIA-DELUCCHI

JEWELRY STORE
524 E. Main Street
i.r••

\

"UNDER WESTERN
SKIES"
Leo Carillo

American and Channel
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TEACHERS NEEDED NOW
Are' you graduating from junior college at the end of
this semester? Have you considered teaching as a field
through which to make your contribution both to the war
effort and to the solving of post-war problems?
If you would like to know more about elementary teach
ing, you should see Mrs. Roy McCall next week, June 11 to
15. She has a schedule on her bulletin board in her office
which is on the second floor of Anderson Hall, where you
may sign for a conference with her.
Should you want to know more about high school teach
ing, you should make an appointment with Dean Marc
Jantzen of the School of Education. His office is in Room
103, Administration Building.
The need for teachers is still increasing and the supply
continues to be very inadequate. Nearly ten thousand Cali
fornia teachers are teaching with war emergency credentials.
Properly credentialed teachers must be trained to take their
place. For the supply of trained teachers coming from our
colleges and universities finally to equal the demand may
very likely take ten years to accomplish.
If you have a good scholastic record, we invited you to
consider teaching as your profession.
DEAN OF EDUCATION

THE BOOK SHELF
By NANCY DEMING

MORRIS CHAPEL
SUNDAY, JUNE 10, 1945

The weather being what it is,
Leader: Jim Cole.
our column should be filled with
Speaker Dr. J. William Harris.
treatises on the delights of Lake
Organist: Mr. Bacon.
Hocuspocus or how to cook a
hamburger without getting sand
TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 1945
in it. I guess we just don't read
the right things, and anyway, we
All music program featuring
like to take our vacation "au nat- Elton Burgstahler and his string
urel" and not by reading about quartet.
it. So we continue on our stuffy
way by giving you a couple, one
of which should last you the re
mainder of the summer.
Generation of Vipers, Philip
Wylie. If you should happen to
see us headed toward the county
line closely pursued by an irate
Dawn was barely peeping over
famliy it will be because of our the horizon as we shoved our way
temerity in suggesting this ex on the crowded bus headed for
tremely controversial volume. Us, San Francisco. After three hours
we are expressing no opinion. of car-napping and listening to
"You pays your money and you the jabbering of a group of High
takes your chances." The book School boys we landed in the big
is a philosophical discussion of
city. Naturally, since we were
specimen American attitudes and
thinking of our stomachs first, we
customs. In his preface, which
headed for Fisherman's Wharf.
it is most important to read, Mr.
Wylie indicates that his soul- COIT TOWER
searching method of attack will
After gourging ourselves with
By BEN HOLT
make the reader very angry and fish (naturally) for more excite
TOMORROW'S RIFLES
"By doggy, Zeke, thet surr was
it certainly does. The truth hurts ment we headed for Coit Tower
mighty fine shindig them vetand he has mirrored our per for a short visit. At this lovely
Whenever the reality of our present conflict strikes sonal and institutional shams and
spot, we met a quaint character rains had. I got myself ketched
home with us, we divide our thinking between the methods hypocricies with a sharp, bitter who, at his own request recited by one of the purtiest li'l ol' gals
and results of modern war. Science and strategy have com and ironical vividness. This is poetry to us. Although he insist here on this campus." That's
bined to make our efforts coordinated under a common not a book to be read in an eve ed it was his own we had a faint what Frank Boyle is alleged to
cause which has become linked with the desires of many ning or a week. A few pages a suspicion that Shakespeare and have stated about the Veterans'
Sadie Hawkins' Day Dance last
day will prove rugged but stimu
other nations. This amalgum of desire has resulted in feel lating intellectual fare. If you Longfellow had much to do with Friday. The usual "good time was
ings of optimism among those who are more concerned can survive a jolt to your com it. Glancing every minute at our had by all" seems to be a master
watches, we excused ourselves
with the results than with the methods of this war. Recent placency and self esteem you will and left the poet to his reverie piece of understatement, but I
enjoy Generation of Vipers tre and Coit Tower.
guess one of the faults of the
ly students of this college gave voice to this optimism
mendously.
Today, total war has resulted in the almost complete
Off we went to the Press Club, English language is that it is so
Transgressor in the Tropics, but finding it was another ques inadequate in expressing that
realization of the might of this nation. The unifying, co jNegley Farson. This is not a new
tion. After roaming
Powell which is really good. (That goes
ordinating, common cause of total victory has, as adrenalin
jjUt a very pertinent one at
Street and asking umpteen San especially for women, horses and
gives greater strength to, one and invincible weapon of far this time. If you have been watch Franciscans where it might be at, dances, in the order mentioned.)
greater power than has ever been known before to the ing the Conference wend its de we finally heeded the words of But what with the marrying
world. It is with great care and consideration that this sultory way, you may share our the telephone directory and then (Hank Haddin performing the
growing conviction that the
services for the nominal fee of
weapon must function in war as well as in peace. Its opera small, rather obscure countries dashed madly for 449 Powell.
one nickel per couple), kissing
tion should not be affected by either optiuism or pessimism. are going to be real factors in PRESS CLUB
the brides (which was fun while
It must be aimed at a universal and ultimate target.
any World Peace situation. We
After being courteously ushered it lasted), and the fine job of
Pacific, a small but essential assembly line in the ar can see that they are gradually to the elevator by a member of planning and managing, ably han
senal of democracy is producing completed weapons for acquiring perspective—that is— the Press Club, we rode up to the dled by Mr. Windmiller, Jack
yet another war. We might call our college a defense plant they are beginning to understand third floor. The elevator stopped, Lyons, Ed Bryant, Sol Rosenberg,
that they are part of a World
John Jaeger, Ed Meyers, and the
for peace, the while aggreeing that peace at best is but an famliy. We are certainly going to and the iron door slid back, but other Veterans; the dance really
the wooden door wouldn't slide.
armd truce with intolerance. We know of this war of wars need to learn a great deal more There we stood. After pushing went over in a big way. How
and of its significant history. We know that it is always about them, particularly our several buttons, the elevator start ever, when one takes into consid
ed on its journey to the first eration the other fine things this
raging this war on ignorance and that we are to be en South American neighbors.
Transgressor
in
the
Tropics.
floor and to the amazement of the group has done to make C. 0. P.
gaged in it. It is a challenging war and very deadly.
(Don't let the Rover Boy title gentleman who ushered us on. a better place at which to attend
By P. Broz fool you) is a colorful and ani
By the time we started up again, college, one isn't surprised.
mated breakdown of the social, the elevator was packed to capa
economic and historical pattern city. Arriving at the third floor FIASCO
Out enjoying nature and the
of the small South American once more, the iron door slid back
great
out-of-dors last week-end
countries. He has larded his fac and one of the gentlemen in the
tual material with a patina of elevator calmly pushed the other were D. Jefferson Blake, Lyman
humorous and fascinating annec- door open. (Why don't we think Burke, Benjamin Holt, and Rat
tles. Incidentally, Rattles is Ben
dotal situations which lend va of that?)
Holt's dog. These "Three Jolly
riety
to
his
opinions.
This
is
not
Earlene Waters, Editor
Nancy Kaiser, Business Manager
Making our way through the Fishermen" and their four-footed
the South America of the trav crowded room, we ended up in the
friend passed away a fine, but
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific elogs, but of oil, peasantry and
only available seats on the stage. very wet, week-end on a com
Student Association. Entered as second-class matter October 24, revolutions. This can be enjoyed
(In the limelight at last.)
bined fishing trip and campaign
1924, at the Post Office, Stockton, California, under the Act of March for purely recreational reading
EATING
AGAIN
for the California Chamber of
3,1879.
whether you have any consum
After the meet we journeyed Commerce.
ing interest in the places or not.
to the St. Francis Hotel to see if
It sems that Mr. Burke, a Wash
Just a moment while the oper we could catch a glimpse of any ington man by birth and natura EDITORIAL, BOARD
prominent people. Without suc ization, was ignorant of the aweArt Carfagni
...Executive Editor ator changes the film and we'll
cess we made our way to the Gol inspiring, breath-taking, scenic
give
you
two
new
books
which
Iris Scribner
...Associate Editor
den Pheasant and learning that wonders of this great state, o,
Mary Flaa
.Society Editor can be great summer fun.
they were not serving dinner (al in order to enlighten him to t ie
Gordon Hackett.._
.Sports Editor
The Blue Danube, Ludwig Bem- ways eating) yet, we rambled ov facts, a fishing trip was planne
Editor
June Ann Hoffman
News
elmans. If you are a Bemelmans er to Omar Khayyam's and after
scheduled, and executed.
Bob McKlm
Art Editor fan we need say no more than
a delightful dinner, we emerged
Norma Sprague
Feature Editor that this is his latest book and
VISIT BOB CHINN
almost broke, but satisfied.
Roger Starr.
Drama Editor filled with his priceless illustra
On their way home from the
One more look around "The Big
Peggy O'Connor
...Exchange Editor tions. If he is new to you, take
City" and we wandered back to mountains, the fellows stoppe
in to see Bob Chinn, an old frien
our tip and start with this one the station.
BUSINESS STAFF
and you will immediately gobble
As we crossed the bridge and of many Pacificites. Bob is rea >
Nancy Deming
Assistant Business Manager up all of his old ones that you glanced back at the "City by the looking and feeling fine. The a
Jimmie Yocum
Associate Business Manager can lay hands on.
Golden Gate" we had a feeling of mosphere must really agree wi
Laughter of the Hill, Margaret security knowing that right here him, for he has gained a i
Columnists—Busjager, Coleman, Geyer, Beiser, Manion.
,
Parton. Its sub-title is Interlude the foundations for a peace were weight. The doctor says
Reporters—Bishop, Blake, Broz, Davanis, Ford, Holt, Juanitas, Lilli- in San Francisco, and it is a gay being made.
coming along fine, and
^
co, Malmquist, Mark, Orr, Pagano, Simon, Staudenraus, and rollicking tale of the Bohe
might be coming home in
By JOYCE BISHOP
Reporters—Smith, Sweeney, Tower, Verdi, Pierce.
mian section of Telegraph Hill.
and PEGGY O'CONNOR weeks.

Two Irishmen Hit Golden Gate;
See Sights at S. F. Conference

Pfl(IFI(®MKL7

Over Tee Kay way we hear that rifle Area. He also received the Air Violin solo

t.. ...
Medal for over 500 hours of flying Vocal solos—Prof. Oliver.
tiice, Stockton, California, under ihe Act o4 March 3, 1879. Aacept- a dance is in the air for Saturday
time as a waist gunner and flight,
Candless
ce lor mailing at special rate of postage provided lor in Section 103, night. Well, have a good time kids,
^•fneer
ahoard
a
Liberator
Flute—Wynne
Honnalc*
"rbc- •?.
cp'bcrised October 24, 1924
hope vou don't get lost on the htm*'
isociah'on. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post
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